Trane Air Conditioners
Trane Air Conditioners represent a serious commitment to your comfort and peace of mind.
These are some of the most advanced air conditioners Trane has ever created, and are some of
the most efficient. So you stay comfortable and energy smart in even the worst weather year
after year. Relax. You have a Trane.

Trane XL18 Air Conditioner - UP TO 18.0 SEER
» The Trane XL18 provides long-lasting
reliability and durability, making it
an intelligent investment in comfort.
» With a rating up to 18.00 SEER, the
XL18 overcomes even the most stifling
days with energy-conscious operation.

» QUALITY INSIDE AND OUT
› 2-STAGE Climatuff® Compressor
› Spine File Coil
› Duratuff™ Basepan
› Weatherguard II Top
› Weatherguard Fasteners
› Integrated fan system
› Full Sided Louvered Panels

Trane XR16 Air Conditioner - UP TO 17.0 SEER
» The Trane XR16 provides long-lasting
reliability and durability, making it
an intelligent investment in comfort.

» A Trane Climatuff® compressor offers
consistent, quiet performance for
maximum comfort and reliability.

» With a rating up to 17.00 SEER, the
XR16 overcomes even the most stifling
days with energy-conscious operation.

» Extra features include our innovative
Trane Spine Fin™ outdoor coil, which
delivers and maintains much greater
efficiency than industry-standard coils.

Trane XB13 Air Conditioner UP TO 14.0 SEER
Annual Saving for Cooling your Home
based on the efficiency of a matched
system.
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Like miles per gallon in your car, the higher the system SEER rating, the more
comfortable you will get from each energy dollar.

Just the right kind of cool. Step out of the
heat and enter the comfort of cool air that
the XB13 provides to your home. With a
rating of up to 14.0 SEER this unit
combines innovative components that
give long-lasting, reliable performance.
And because the XB13 meets federal
regulations for SEER, it’s also a
cost-effective and smart way to relax and
stay cool at a price that is within reach.

Potential energy savings may differ depending on personal life style, system settings and usage, equipment maintenance and
local climate.

For infor mation on all Trane Produc ts visit trane.com

